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Editors: Michael Jones and David  Cope  

N  0 ,7 Finnish  Forest  Research  Institute Helsinki,  19.3.1970  

International  visits 

Professor  Heikinheimo  is  attending the meeting of the Joint  
Working Party on Forest  and Forest Product  Statistics  at a joint  
ECE -  FAO conference  being  held in Geneva,  March 16th -  20  th. 

Professor  Osara  will be attending  the session of the general  
committee  of the FAO/Industries  Co-operative  Programme in Rome,  
March 23rd - 24th.  

Colloquium 

The colloquium  on Monday,  23rd March, has been  changed,  as Juhani  
Numminen  will be in Lapland. Instead,  Matti Heikinheimo and Aarne 
Reunala  will provide  a progress report  on their study  of the 
standard  of living of forest workers,  and professor  Heikinheimo  will  
give an  account of his visit to Geneva. (Time and place:  14.00,  
conference  room. ) 

Easter 

To make up for the Easter  Monday  holiday,  Saturday  4th  April will 
be a working  day.  

New  Publications  

Ervasti,  Seppo, Esko  Salo,  Risto Seppälä  and Pekka Tiililä. Survey  
of the utilization of roundwood  and fuel on real estates  in 

Finland.  Methods  and results  for 1964 -  66, and plan for 

1970. CIFF 68:6. Helsinki,  1969.  

Jones, Michael. A model of human response  to land emergence  in the 
Vaasa  area, Finland (Finnish  summary:  Malli ihmisen rea  

goinnista  maannousuun Vaasan  seudulla). Terra 82:1.  Helsinki, 
1970.  

Mikkola, Pertti.  Metsähukkapuun  osuus hakkuupoistumasta  Etelä-Suo  

messa. (English  summary: Proportion  of wastewood  in the total 
cut in southern  Finland). Folia  Forestalia  74. Helsinki  1969. 

Visit  to Metsäliiton Selluloosa  Oy, Lohja  

A visit to the Kirkniemi factory  of Metsäliiton Selluloosa  0y at 

Lohja  is  being  arranged  for Tuesday,  7th April.  Departure  from Hel  
sinki  at 13.00 by bus, leaving  from the front of the National Theatre  
The visit  is arranged  jointly  for the Forest Economics  Department 
and for Finland  Alumni Association  (organization  arranging  activities  
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for foreign students  on Finnish  government  scholarships).  Would 
those  interested  in joining the trip please inform Mike Jones or  
David  Cope?  

Vacancies:  dish washers required.  

Oy W.  Rosenlew  Ab are unfortunately unable  to provide the depart  
ment with a free dish-washing  machine. They are willing,  however,  
to  offer one at  half  price  (887,50  mk) and  suggest  that  if every 
member of the department pays  2,74  mk  monthly for a year this would  
cover the cost.  Any contributors?  Or aspiring  dish washers?  
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